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Live streaming video
can show you when
the kids get home
from school, who
pulled into the
driveway, or even
check on your pets.
With interactive
security services,
you can set your
system to begin
recording when
motion is detected,
a door or window is
opened, or an alarm
is tripped. Video
alerts can be sent to
your phone as well,
making this one of
the most popular
security layers
available today.
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Locally owned and operated since 1974

Guardian Security
offers video
surveillance
products that give
you a view of your
property when and
where you want it.

Mat-Su Valley: !
376-4700!

Statewide: !
1-800-478-1898
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Security: An Interactive Experience
Gone are the days of locking the front door,
going off to work, and hoping for the best. With
the latest in interactive security and home
automation products, protecting your home or
business property is an
up-to-the-moment
experience which
puts power and
control into the
hands of the
customer.
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Guardian Security is
proud to offer
interactive security
systems. Alarm.com,
a Guardian product,
received the CEPro
Best Award for
Energy Management
and Home
Automation
Solutions, one of the
highest recognitions
in the industry.
Features distinct to
Alarm.com include
the most advanced
home monitoring
technology: it is
accessible by web or a mobile device,
functional without a phone line or internet

connection, and monitors even when the
system is disarmed. Alerts can be delivered by
email or text, and video alerts can be
configured as well.
In short, home automation
means the customer can be
in control, receive alerts,
manage energy, and watch
video of activity on the
property in real time.
Customizable triggers mean
a system can be completely
integrated. Arming the
system can trigger the front
door to lock and the
thermostat to adjust, for
example. Disarming the
system can trigger lights to
come on, or the thermostat
to adjust once again.
Numerous combinations
make the system fit the
customer’s lifestyle.
Interactive security saves
time and money by putting
control on your computer or
phone.
Call today and see how to put it to work for you.
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Fred Scheer’s

Lumberjack
Show
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Fun for the
whole family!
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If you’ve seen
it once, you
know the
script!
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Fair Enough
Fair time is coming soon! August 21performance. The concert lineup
September 1, thousands of Alaskans
includes Michael W. Smith, and a few
and visitors gather to enjoy turkey legs,
of the characters from Duck Dynasty.
pretzels, contests, and concerts. This
Guardian has a long tradition of
year marks the 78th state fair. The very
meeting and greeting customers old
first fair, held in
and new inside a
1936, also marked Ned Hahn started Guardian Security in
fully operational
the opening of the 1974 with a drill purchased on credit. From booth.
Knik River Bridge, humble beginnings, Ned has grown
connecting
Alaska’s only full-service, locally owned and This year, Guardian
Anchorage to the
operated security company into the largest is offering a drawing
Valley by road for
for airline miles! To
local security company in Alaska by
the first time, and
celebrate our 40th
scouting out and offering the most
opening the way for innovative, effective and efficient security
year in business as
visitors to attend
Alaska’s locally
solutions for Alaskan homes and
from near and far. A businesses.
monitored security
long-held tradition,
company, and to
the Giant Cabbage Contest, began in
thank our customers for their continued
1941, and was won by Max Sherrod
loyalty, current customers are invited
with a cabbage weighing 23 pounds.
to drop their names in the hat for a
chance to win 40,000 miles from Alaska
This year, more than 3000 Alaskans will
Airlines!
be performing, and many more will
enter their agricultural goods, textiles,
In addition, We are offering a Daily
and art for exhibit. There will be a
Giveaway for our current customers.
jousting competition, a dinosaur
Every day, we’ll draw a winner for three
exhibit, reptiles, and an acrobatic
months of basic monitoring, free!
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This exciting
show features
world
champion
lumberjacks as
they strut their
stuﬀ and show
oﬀ their skills.
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Blending sport,
education,
history, and
comedy, this
show is a
laugh for all
ages!

Want to hear about Z-wave? Home automation?
How to get your doors to remotely lock or unlock? Want to see, touch, and
learn more about the most current technology in home security?

3 shows daily at
the Woodlot
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See you at the
fair!
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Technology at Your
Fingertips

Come by Guardian’s fair booth. Keypads, touchpads and more line the walls
of our fully powered demo station.
Come by for a test drive. Our knowledgeable staff is ready to show you the
cutting edge trends available in security alarm systems, integrated
security, and home autumation. See you at the fair!
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Contact List:
Current?

!

For the best
protection of your
premises,
Guardian must
have an up-todate Emergency
Contact List on
file. Make sure
everyone is
trained in the use
of your system.
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Take a moment
to update your
Emergency
Contact List so
we know whom
to contact in the
event of an alarm.

!

Go to
guardiansecuritys
ys.com/support/
updateemergencycontact-list/ to
update. You’re
also welcome to
stop by our
Central Station.

!

*Please note: It is
our policy to
verify requests by
phone before
implementing
them. Please
allow 72 hours for
changes to take
effect.

!

We’re here to
serve you!

The Next Wave: Z-Wave
The reds are running, so you grab your
dipnets and hop in the car. Halfway
there, you realize you’ve forgotten your
waders. Your buddy offers to stop by
and get them on his way out of town.
You pull out your cell phone, disarm
your security system, and open your
garage door. He grabs your gear, you
secure your home once again, and
your plans haven’t changed.
But how? The short answer is Z-Wave.
Z-Wave is a wireless technology that
makes regular household products
‘smart'. “Z-Wave products ‘talk’ to each
other wirelessly and securely and can
be accessed and controlled on your

phone, tablet or pc” (z-wave.com).
Here’s how it works:
Z-Wave allows you to remotely
connect with your home and gives you
control of doors, locks, lighting,
heating, and more. This can be done
from anywhere inside the home, or
while you’re away via the internet.
Guardian offers the convenience of full
home automation and the confidence
of monitored security within one easy
app.
Check out what’s new at our fair booth
or by calling our office!

Extreme Temperature Triggers

!

Extreme Temperature Triggers automatically adjust for extremely high or low temperature predictions for your
area. No more money wasted on unnecessary heating: Just enter your guidelines for the system should certain
temperatures be reached. Learn more at http://www.alarm.com/productservices/energymanagement/extremetemps.aspx
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Keyless door locks are the smartest way to protect the primary entrances to your home.
A door lock that uses Z-wave technology can connect with a Z-wave supported security
system, and you can use your lock in three ways:
The conventional method to lock
or unlock the door, using a key.

friends. By use of an app, this can
be done from virtually anywhere in
the world with an internet
connection. The motor-driven
deadbolt latch unsures truely
remote locking and unlocking.
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The numerical pad, which can be
set to any code you wish. A code
can be set for each lock or for
each family member. You’ll receive
a notification when the code has
been used or when an incorrect
code has been attempted.

!

Burglars prefer quick, easy entry.
Smart door locks protect against
lock bumping as well. Bumping a
lock is one method utilized by
criminals to gain entry to a locked
d o o r. N e w l o c k t e c h n o l o g y
incorporates strong protection
against this.
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Remote door-lock. Check the
status of your doors using your
computer, tablet, or smartphone.
Lock and unlock for family and

Your first line of defense is a Guardian Security sign on prominent display. Your second
is strong locks at each entryway. When upgrading your home for sale or for personal
preference, consider installing smart door locks.
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Question: How can you check on your kids while you’re at work?

!

Answer: Interactive Security. Available from Guardian.
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